
Physics Practice Test
Newton's Laws

l-8. Complete Newton's Laws:
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The diagram below shows the path followed by a car. It also explains what is happening to the car's speed as the car is
haveling- For each of the segments of the car's path, tell whether (by circling) the forces acting on the car are balanced or
unbalanced.

18. Suppose the forces acting on a car are balanced. If this is true, there are only two things this car could be doing. What
arether4 
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19. Suppose the forces acting on another car are unbalanced. In this case, there are three different things that the car could' be doing. What are they?
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20. A ball is sitti
know about the

Zl. F:ma. If this is true...

the ground. The ground is an upward force of 20N to the ball. What do you
ine on the ball?

c. If you want accelerate something twice as ftst, hory much more force should you use?
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A 1000kg car accelerates at a rate of 6mls/s. What is the net force acting on the car?

On planet Z,fallingobjects accelerate atarate qf32m/s2.
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much does a 90kg man weigh on the planet

A 100kg man is falling from the sky (on Earfh). Use F=ma to calculate *ggmlffif the man in Newtons.

^ _Y, . Remember, weight is the force of gravity, and acceleration dueto"graqity = l0m/s2.
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A woman is falling at terminal velocity. The force of air resistance pushing her upward is 500N. ,How much does she

Define "weight"
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* f-hd lf you want an object to accelerate twice as fast when the same force is applied, what shoqld you do to the
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The circles on the right A
represent objects with varying /-;\
masses, volumes, and densities. / 
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represent identical pieces of \ /
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30. The diagram below shows a mousetrap-powered cm during its acceleration and deceleration phases. Use arrows to
show all of the foices-acting on the car during those pheses. Make sure that you include all of the individual forces,
plus tbe net force.
Label the €urows with the names of their forces.
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33-34. The diagram on the right depicts the flight of a lightweight ball that is dropped from a
tall building. The point at which the ball reaches its terminal velocify is shown as a
dotted line.

$rcteaX 1!ft*f""_"1l!9l Before the ball reaches terminal velocity... .-;
-. Before reachine
I terminai ueloci"ty

!. $.ir*89$stance > Weight
c. Air resistance = W Net 1S

e. Net force is upward

34. Circle all that are true: Afier the ball reaches terminal velocity...
b. Air Resistance > Weight

Net force is downward

35-36. aw and label a
decelerating, c
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For the bicycle and the SUV on the
Then tell whether the object is acce

Terminal Velocity
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e. Air resistance : W
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43-44. Two cars collide head on.
One has a mass of2000kg,
and the other has a mass
ofl000kg. Whenthey
collide, they stick
together.

43.

44.

When they collide, which car'rs velocity changes more?
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Explain why.
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A cad-rgngine is pushing it forward with a force of 400N1' The car has a mass ofSdbtg, and itis moving at a constarif I

vglociqr. '9,'6at toial force of friction (includiirg-ai4axles, etc) is acting against the car? 4O Art/
same car had an acceleration of 0.1m/s2, what would the force of friction trave to\?
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After

-poweredj+{ is wound-i$%iidleld motionless at a rtgfi+g line. When the car is released, its mousetrap
pushes it for the ntp'{J$oujg-Dj$ing that time, the car travel3 12 rpeters. After the car's motor stops pushing, the
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What is the car's uu.ru*S6to"ity while fi"*oto, is pushing? 
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What is the change in velocity during the car's acceleiation leriod? tr;ts
What is the Gar's acceleration while the motor is pushing? 3 n&7,*/3*ffial-net 
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What is the car's acceleration during the car's deceleration period? :1 4S; -
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What force is provided by the car's miXpr? g, , F t* #t,f
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